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SERVICE OFFERING

120MILLION WORKERS MAY NEED TO BE RESKILLED OR RETRAINED
IN THE NEXT THREE YEARS (IBM NEWS ROOM).

MORE THAN ONE-THIRD OF JOBS (5.7 MILLION) IN
SOUTH AFRICA ALONE COULD BE REPLACED BY AUTOMATION,
FOLLOWING THE ONSET OF DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION.

INDUSTRIES AND INDUSTRY LEADERS HAVE THE RESPONSIBILITY
TO PREPARE THEIR WORKFORCES AND MANAGE THIS UNCERTAIN
TRANSITION PERIOD.

WE NEED TO LEARN, UNLEARN AND RE-LEARN QUICK.

COPYRIGHT © 2020 VSLS (PTY) LTD:

VSLS owns and controls all rights (including copyright to the content of the web
pages unless expressly stated otherwise. By accessing the VSLS web pages,
you agree to download and use the content for personal, non-commercial use
only.

"If protection of intellectual property begins to disappear, creative companies will
disappear or never get started. But there is a simpler reason: It's wrong to steal.
It hurts other people. And it hurts your own character. ” STEVE JOBSLE
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LEARNING SOLUTIONS FRAMEWORK

o What do you need to say
o Is it available or does it need development?

o Who am I talking to?
o Does the content need tailoring?
o Does the technology support this?

o What’s coming
o Create excitement to 

ease adoption
o Address culture
o Pre-work relating to 

strategic leadership

o What have we got available?
o Augmenting with required solution
o Integrating with existing systems

o Facilitating change
o Adopting to new ways of work
o Measuring outcome to drive result

ENGAGEMENT

AWARENESS ADOPTION

CONTENT

TECHNOLOGY



PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

o L&D strategy & vision 
development 

o As-is analysis & benchmarking
o Global & local demand 

planning & learning needs 
analysis 

o L&D personnel assessment & 
development

o L&D outsourcing advisory
o Vendor strategy

o Learning transformation roadmaps
o L&D operating model (governance, 

structures, roles, infrastructure, 
operations and administration, 
budgeting)

o L&D process (re)design
o Learner experience design
o Learning programs; strategy & design
o Technology landscape review
o LMS/LCMS/LXP selection and 

implementation (including Talent 
Management Suites)

o Learning portal design

o Content development (ILT, 
WBT, VILT, Blended solutions)

o Immersive learning (Analytic 
driven learning with highly 
visual learner experience)

o 3D Modelling and gaming, 
learning sandboxes, equipment 
simulations

o Sourcing and implementation 
of curated content

o Testing and validations

o Communication plan and strategy
o Learning culture
o Functional academy design and 

delivery, e.g.:
• HR, Finance, IT, Supply Chain
• Innovation Academies

o Informal, collaborative & social learning 
platforms

o Evaluation & ROI strategy, 
implementation and execution

o Assessment approaches
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TURNKEY MEDIA PRODUCTION CAPABILITY

COLLATERAL DESIGN
3D ANIMATION

MOTION GRAPHICS

VISUAL COMMS
UX / UI DESIGN

AUGMENTED /  VIRTUAL REALITY
DIGITAL PRESENTATIONS

RESPONSIVE WEB DESIGN

VIDEO EDITING & PHOTOGRAPHY
COPYWRITING

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

AUGMENTED 
REALITY

Effective visual communication answers business’ most difficult 
questions in a demanding environment. This offers innovative and 
customised problem solving by turning data into business intelligence 
that improves decision making. All solutions are customised and 
uniquely designed to your needs, as no one size fits all.

PRINT MEDIA

VIRTUAL
REALITY

INDUSTRIAL
ANIMATION

LEARNING 
SOLUTIONSLE
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LEADERSHIP

THANDO DINGAAN
The ex-CEO of DWF collective and Mother Russia has an incredible passion for learning and 
development of blue-collar workers throughout South Africa. As part of the CLoX initiative, Thando 
offers strategic and operational insight throughout the rollout strategy. 

SAJEED SACRANIE | ALKEMI
Creating value through strategic alliances; the aim being to “grow the pie” by crafting new 
opportunities. This is done by leveraging assets (brands, networks and infrastructure) and structuring 
transactions that align interests and generate mutual and accretive value.

CHRISTO SMIT
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATOR
Christo is an experienced business leader with 
a stellar track record as a turnaround 
specialist in the digital agency space. His 
focus is solely on business strategy & 
planning, new media applications for digital 
transformation and learning & development. 

GINO SMITH
WORKFORCE ENABLEMENT
Gino has +14 years’ experience as a talent 
and organisation HR professional. Gino 
believes that sustainable success is enabled 
when the workforce is planned and mitigated 
for – better equipping organisations and 
projects to realise planned benefits and ROI. 

NADIA LEONARD
LEARNING SOLUTIONS
Nadia is a seasoned management consultant 
with extensive experience in the digital 
transformation space. With local and 
international experience, Nadia leads the 
VSLS Learning Solutions team that specialises 
in learning advisory, content experience 
design and technology implementations. 

DAVID O’DONNELL
BRAND COMMUNICATIONS
David is a communications and digital media 
specialist with over 15 years’ experience in the 
multimedia industry. He has over 100 projects 
under his belt in the industrial sector including 
process illustrations, tender clarifications and 
learning applications. 

JASON CAPE | ORYX CAPITAL
Ex-Bain & RMB consultant with a vast network and experience in the financial services industry. 
Jason’s involvement offers unparalleled financial modelling experience to offer ROI and viability 
assessments on both  projects and VSLS expansion initiatives. 

DANIEL SWART | CAPITAL CHANGE
An experienced management consultant with primary focus on oil and gas within the South African 
consulting sphere. His understanding of the underlying business metrics offer end-to-end execution 
capability in the Human Capital space.

STRATEGIC PARTNERS



CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:

Confidentiality information means all proprietary and confidential of the Parties and those of their customers, clients or suppliers whether commercial, financial, technical or otherwise
(whether oral, in writing, machine-readable or in any other form) and material (whether electronically recorded, in writing or otherwise), which by its very nature should obviously be
treated as secret and confidential and which the Parties desire to protect against unrestricted disclosure or competitive use or which is designated as such, including without limitation:

o Information relating directly or indirectly to each Party’s business, not limited to details of trade secrets, know-how, strategies, ideas, operations, compliance information,
processes, methodologies and practises; and

o Information relating directly or indirectly to plans, intentions, know-how, market opportunities and business affairs or those of its suppliers, customers (including potential
customers) and clients; and

o Works of authorship, products and materials written and prepared by the Parties in relation to this agreement, including but not limited to computer programmes, data,
diagrams, charts, reports, specifications, sketches, inventions and working papers of similar materials of whatever nature or on whatever media relating thereto; and

o Information resulting directly or indirectly from the discussion or negotiations relating to this agreement and all copies, notes, records and all related information based on
or arising from any disclosures from this agreement; and the terms of any agreement reached by the Parties or proposed by either Party (whether agreed or not) in
connection with this agreement.


